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Hi, I'm Pilar Orti
I podcast loads.

But I don't have a fancy set up - nor millions of

downloads a day.

I have some solo shows, some with guests,

some with co-hosts...

There's not one way of podcasting.

If you are thinking of hosting your own show, I

hope this small guide will help you.

If you need more guidance, get in touch - I

might be able to help you some more.

 

www.adventuresinpodcasting.com



Plan your show
Pick a format (or two!)

(I imagine you've got a topic and title)

Create an Intro and Outro (doesn't need to be fancy,

just welcome your listeners to your show)

You'll need artwork (you can use canva.com) that

follows your podcast host's guidelines

Plan your first ten episodes

Record your first four episodes



Episode 
workflow

Plan your episode

and record

Edit,

build and polish

Publish

and share!



Need help planning your
show?
Check out   www.adventuresinpodcasting.com 

for live, online workshops

Thank for your attention, let's move on to Recording your first episode... 

A short message from our sponsor:



Grab a microphone
Don't go wild on the tech, a Yeti mic will do. 

It's a USB mic you can plug into your computer.

More important than the quality of the mic is that

you record somewhere with little "room noise" or

echo. 

And that you use the mic well. Experiment and

learn how to make the most out of it.



Record
Software: 

SOLO 

Audacity (open source)

2 PEOPLE

classic Skype + Ecamm (Mac)

Zoom (make sure you set "split tracks")

+2 PEOPLE

Zoom (set "split tracks")



Edit, build and polish
Edit with Audacity or Garageband (Mac)

Cut the audio as required. 

Add music if you must. (Google "music for podcasts" to find podsafe music.)

DON'T just add your favourite track! Copyright is still a thing... 

Learn how to reduce noise, compress and equalize, or run your track through

an app like Auphonic.



Publish your
episode

You'll need a 

PODCAST HOSTING

service for your audio

files 

You might want a

WEBSITE

Create

SHOW NOTES,

TRANSCRIPTS or even

EPISODE IMAGES



Final
considerations
Your podcast hosting service will send

your show to most podcast apps, but

some will require individual attention.

Check out the Help pages of whatever

service you sign up to. 

Check out the small print of free services. 

Do not host audio files on your website.



Need some
help?
www.adventuresinpodcasting.com

I'm building a set of resources to help

you, including live online workshops and

coaching. 

And if you need a co-host, I'm for hire

too!


